Recent work [Irigoin et al. 1991; Maydan et al. 1991b; Pugh 1992b; Wolfe and Tseng 1992] All of the loops in Figure  1 carry dependence, but there is exploitable parallelism in each. Advanced optimization techniques may be able to expose the parallelism in some of these cases, but other cases exist that are even more difficult.
The KAP preprocessor on the KSR is able to find the 1988; Duesterwald et al. 1993; Feautrier 1988; 1991; Gross and Steenkiste 1990; Li 1992; Maydan 1992; Maydan et al. 1992; 1993; Pugh and Wonnacott 1992b; Ribas 1990; Rosene 1990] 
For example, the flow dependence involving the array b in Example 6 is described by the direction vector ( + ) and the dependence relation:
+lt.~)s~bl?(fl)
Conditional Dependence
It may be the case that two array accesses can refer to the same memory location only if certain conditions hold on the symbolic constants.
For example, the flow dependence in Example 7 is described by the dependence relation:
If p is less than 1 or greater than n -1, the dependence does not exist. This information is accurately captured by the dependence relation. 
Reduction Dependence
The conditions under which B~kills the dependence imply that there must
, and from B~(Y' ) to C(Z' ). We can therefore simplify our relation by leaving out any q for which we can show this is not the case.
For example, consider the flow dependence from the write at line 2 to the read at line 7, the code shown in Example 9. The dependence-difference summaries that will be used to construct the relation for this dependence are
shown to the right of the code.
We build the dependence relation by expanding the outer quantification of Vq . . . (since we can determine all possible l?~'s statically). The relation will have two "kill" terms ( B~'s): the writes at lines 4 and 5. (There is no kill term for the write on line 2 because there is no self-output dependence for this write.)
The unsimplified version of the relation is: Simplifying such expressions is difficult. Some of the problems are described in Section 3.5.1. By using techniques described in our earlier work [Pugh and
Wonnacott 1993], we simplify the above expression to: In Example 10, we can transform i * c + j = (i' -1)* c + j' into {fI(x) = x,~z(x) = c* X,al =.j, az = i,bl =/, bz = i' -1} and {fI(x) = x, fz(x) = c * x, al =j, az = i, bl =j' -c, bz = i'}. For each such transformation found, let L be Vp, aP = bP. Since the fP's are functions, we know that 
Using Unimodular Loop-Transformation Techniques
We can hand the self-dependences off to a module that looks for a unimodular loop transformation that will expose the most parallelism [Banerjee 1990; Kumar et al. 1992; Wolf and Lam 1990] The dependence relation for Example 1 is: ing the values in parallel.
Additional Tests
The list above is not a complete list of tests that might be applied. The only cases we know of not checked by the above tests are: when the GCD of the dependence distances is greater than 1 (e.g., if all dependence distances are even, we can execute the odd and even iterations in separate, parallel threads), and when all dependence distances are large (e.g., if all dependence distances are greater than 20, we can strip mine the loop by a factor of 20 and run the inner loop in parallel).
Checks for these cases could be easily added to the above tests; we have omitted them since they rarely offer a significant amount of parallelism.
6. EXAMPLES Figure  1 . 1269 forall i :=1 tondo for j := 1 to i-1 do 
